
ACCESSORIES AND
DESIGN FLOORS

The following pages feature additional floor accessories and design floor 
ideas to help inspire you further.



ACCESSORIES
The realism and natural effects of the tiles and planks alone allow you to create a beautiful new floor. But to really enhance your 
design or to create a unique feature the below floor accessories offer a wide scope for creativity. 

2031 Ice

2033 Pearl

2035 Grey

2037 Coffee

2039 Graphite

Strip size: 3mm x 914mm

2056 Maple

2057 Natural Oak

2058 Classic Oak

2059 walnut

Strip size: 3mm x 914mm

Feature strips
Camaro Feature Strips provide an alternative look to the Grouting & Marquetry Strips. Available in 7 solid colourways, these strips 

provide a bolder and more graphic look to the installation, which are also inlaid with tiles and planks.

Borders & Corners
The below linear drawings demonstrate the most popular border and corner designs which are installed to follow the perimeter 

of your room or as a dramatic highlight to feature areas. Each design is available in any Camaro colour combination, the choice is 

yours. This facility allows you to mix and match products according to your personal taste. Border and Corner length and width will 

always depend on the design and colours chosen.

0026 Gold

0025 Silver

0033 Copper

0028 Black

0031 Brown

0032 Cream

0034 Terracotta

Strip size:  5mm x 1000mm

Ice Grouting Strip and Black Oilshale cut tile

Classic Oak Marquetry Strip and White Limed Oak plank

Brown Feature Strip and Vintage Timber plank

Design Tip: It is worth noting that although the Grouting Strips are ideal for the stone tiles and the Marquetry Strips suit the 
 wood planks, they can be mixed and matched between tiles and planks to further create a unique look. 

Note:  As the Grouting and Marquetry Strips are cut from natural wood and stone designs, there will be variation in
 markings and decoration.

Grouting strips 

These strips have been developed to add to the authenticity of the overall floor. Typically laid between Camaro Stone tiles, they 

can really bring an installation to life. Available in 5 coordinating and realistic stone grout colours, Camaro Grouting Strips can 

also be utilised to create a room perimeter or feature area, such as around island units. As a tip, they can be used as a subtle            

close-to-tile colour addition or as a contrasting highlight effect.

Marquetry strips 

Used in a similar way to the Grouting Strips, Camaro Marquetry Strips are offered to create that authentic and highly desirable 

detailed wood floor installation. Available in 4 popular wood types, they can be inlaid between planks to create a ‘ships decking’ 

effect or as perimeter or highlight feature.

2680 Stepping Stone

2681 Blockwork

2682 Dotty 2687 Durham

2688 Baronet

2689 Floral

2683 Morse Code

2684 Roman Key

2685 Classic Key

2686 Greek Key

All borders and corners are cut by Polyflor on a bespoke basis. Borders are typically  supplied in 101 x 914mm lengths. Corners are 101mm2.
Alternative sizes can be supplied.


